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How to Use This Guide
Thank you for your interest in Edutige microphone products!
We’ve created this handy guide to help you choose the best microphone and accessories that work for your camera, smartphone or
recording device.
Each section is specific to a certain type of device. For example, there is a section for Apple devices and another for GoPro action
cameras.
Within each section you will find a list of the compatible microphones and accessories for that particular device. There is also
information to help you choose the right microphone for a specific purpose or situation.
For example, if you are looking for a microphone for your iPhone and need to record a lecture, you’ll see that that EIM-001 will be your
best choice.
If you’re still unsure what microphone or accessories to choose we have also included a bundle guide. Here you will find which
microphones and accessories work well together, and in what situation they are best suited.
Plus, there’s a handy section at the end with app recommendations for recording audio or shooting videos.
And if you’re still unsure, then feel free to post a message to our Facebook Page at www.facebook.com/edutige.america, or send us a
direct message via Facebook. You can also email us at info@edutige.net.
Thanks once again!
Edutige America
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Apple Desktops, Laptops & iOS Devices
(Known OS X issue: Some iMacs, MacBook Airs & MacBook Pros require a cable for OS X to recognize the microphone.)

Best for
increasing input
volume, capturing
ambient sound
and/or voice

EIM-001
4 Pole,
Omnidirectional
Microphone
EIM-003
4 Pole,
Omnidirectional
Microphone

ESL-001
Cable, 4.3ft

ESL-002
Cable, 16.4ft

ESL-OO6
Cable, 6.6ft

Best for capturing a
single sound
source 6-8 inches
away; not recording
ambient sound

Extension cable
with lapel clip

Get it because you’re going to…

Record lectures, meetings, or dictate audio notes. Or shoot videos and
want clear, high quality audio that’s louder than your smartphone or tablet’s
built-in mic and you don’t want a cable attached to you.

O

Record something very specific and you want better quality sound, not
louder. Keep the EIM-003 close to your subject for best results.
Works great for musicians who need to monitor audio.

O

O

Use the EIM-001 or EIM-003 to record yourself, or you want to place the
microphone a short distance away from your smartphone or tablet. For
example, if you’re making a video and only need to show your face. Has
input gain control dial and headphone jack.

O

Use the EIM-001 or EIM-003 to record yourself or another subject that is
somewhat far away from your smartphone or tablet. For example, if you’re
making a video and want to show your whole body. Also gives you the
option to record something nearby. Has input gain control dial and
headphone jack.

O

Use the EIM-001 or EIM-003 to record yourself or another subject that is far
away from your smartphone or tablet. For example, if you’re making a video
and want to show your upper body. You can also move in closer to record
your face. Does not have input gain control or headphone jack.
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Samsung Galaxy Devices
Due to differences in Android, not every device will be compatible. However, the EIM-001 is known to work with most Galaxy devices.

Best for increasing
input volume,
capturing ambient
sound and/or voice

EIM-001
4 Pole,
Omnidirectional
Microphone

ESL-001
Cable, 4.3ft

ESL-002
Cable, 16.4ft

ESL-OO6
Cable, 6.6ft

Extension cable
with lapel clip

Get it because you’re going to…

Record lectures, meetings, or dictate audio notes. Or shoot videos and want clear, high quality
audio that’s louder than your smartphone or tablet’s built-in mic and you don’t want a cable
attached to you.

O

O

Use the EIM-001 or EIM-003 to record yourself, or you want to place the microphone a short
distance away from your smartphone or tablet. For example, if you’re making a video and only
need to show your face. Has input gain control dial and headphone jack.

O

Use the EIM-001 or EIM-003 to record yourself or another subject that is somewhat far away
from your smartphone or tablet. For example, if you’re making a video and want to show your
whole body. Also gives you the option to record something nearby. Has input gain control dial
and headphone jack.

O

Use the EIM-001 or EIM-003 to record yourself or another subject that is far away from your
smartphone or tablet. For example, if you’re making a video and want to show your upper body.
You can also move in closer to record your face. Does not have input gain control or headphone
jack.
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GoPro Hero2, Hero3 & Hero4

Best for
Best for capturing a
increasing input
single sound
volume, capturing
source 6-8 inches
ambient sound
away; not recording
and/or voice
ambient sound

ETM-001
3 Pole,
Omnidirectional
Microphone
ETM-006
3 Pole,
Omnidirectional
Microphone with cable

Get it because you’re going to…

Record lectures, meetings, or dictate audio notes. Or shoot videos and
want clear, high quality audio that’s louder than your camera’s built-in mic
and you don’t want a cable attached to you.

O

O

ETM-008
3 Pole, Unidirectional
Microphone

ETM-003
3 Pole,
Omnidirectional
Microphone with cable
& base

Extension cable
with lapel clip

O

O
Mic is attached to
cable, can’t be
removed.

Need clear audio for a single sound source and you need a lavalier mic.
Great for clear recording of one person speaking in a video, or an audio
recording of one person.

O
Includes
detachable cable
& lapel clip

Record yourself speaking, or there’s something specific you want to
record, and there’s other noise or sounds you don’t want recorded. But
you have to be no more than 6-8 inches away for the mic to clearly record
your sound source. Mic can be used on its own, without the cable.

Record a meeting or lecture, or shoot a video, and you want to put the mic
where you like, instead of having to move your camera or recording
device.

O

Use an ETM-001 or ETM-008 microphone with your GoPro Hero3 or Hero4
and you want a longer cable than the adapter made by GoPro.

EGL-001
MINI USB ADAPTER
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DSLRs, Camcorders, Digital Voice Recorders & PCs
(Canon camcorders are not compatible with Edutige microphones, as they require self-powered microphones)
Best for
increasing input
volume, capturing
ambient sound
and/or voice

ETM-001
3 Pole,
Omnidirectional
Microphone

ETM-006
3 Pole,
Omnidirectional
Microphone with
cable

Extension cable
with lapel clip

Get it because you’re going to…

Record lectures, meetings, or dictate audio notes. Or shoot videos
and want clear, high quality audio that’s louder than your camera’s
built-in mic and you don’t want a cable attached to you.

O

O

ETM-008
3 Pole, Unidirectional
Microphone

ETM-003
3 Pole,
Omnidirectional
Microphone with
cable & base

Best for capturing a
single sound source
6-8 inches away; not
recording ambient
sound

O

O
Mic is attached to
cable, can’t be
removed.

Need clear audio for a single sound source and you need a lavalier
mic. Great for clear recording of one person speaking in a video, or
an audio recording of one person.

O
Includes
detachable cable
& lapel clip

Record yourself speaking, or there’s something specific you want to
record, and there’s other noise or sounds you don’t want recorded.
But you have to be no more than 6-8 inches away for the mic to
clearly record your sound source. Mic can be used on its own,
without the cable.

Record a meeting or lecture, or shoot a video, and you want to put
the mic where you like, instead of having to move your camera or
recording device.

O
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Adapters & Wind Screens

APPLE/iOS
Devices

Samsung
Galaxy
Devices

ETG-003
3 TO 4 POLE
ADAPTER

O

O

EWS-003
FURRY WINDSCREEN
FOR ALL MICS,
EXEPT ETM-008

O

O

O

O

Record something outside and it’s windy. The EWS-003 dramatically
cuts down on wind noise so you get clear audio.

EWS-004
FURRY WINDSCREEN
FOR ETM-008

O

O

O

O

Record something outside and it’s windy, and you have an ETM-008.
The EWS-004 dramatically cuts down on wind noise so you get clear
audio.

GoPro

DSLR; Digital
Voice Recorder;
PC

Get it because you’re going to…

Use your ETM series (3 pole) microphone with your Apple/iOS device or
your Samsung Galaxy device. The ETG-003 lets you get more use out of
your ETM series microphone(s).
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Microphone & Accessories Bundle Guide
iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch,
Apple Desktop/Laptop,
Samsung Galaxy
Video and/or Audio
Smart Bundle 1 - Boost
Your Sound:
EIM-001, ESL-006,
EWS-003

O

Smart Bundle 2 - High
Quality Recording:
EIM-003, ESL-002,
EWS-003

O

iOS Music Bundle High Quality
Monitoring:
EIM-003, ESL-001,
EWS-003

O

Action Bundle 1 - Boost
Recording Volume:
ETM-001, EGL-001,
EWS-003

GoPro
All Purpose

GoPro
Close range,
specific sound,
don’t want
background noise

O

Action Bundle 2 Background Be Gone:
ETM-008, EGL-001,
EWS-004
Action Bundle 3 Lavaliere Booster:
ETM-006, EGL-001,
EWS-003

O

O
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DSLR /
Camcorder

Digital
Voice
Recorder

PC

GoPro, DSLR,
Camcorder, Digital
Voice Recorder or PC
with Apple Device +
ETG-003 Adapter

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Recommended Apps
Knowing which app will give you the best results isn’t easy. In fact, it’s a pain in the rear searching, downloading and trying something
that ends up not working.
So to help out, we’ve made a list of apps that we’ve tried and also given some information about what those apps are good for. We can’t
cover every app, but this is a good starting point. Hopefully, this will save you some and money and get you creating cool stuff sooner.

iOS Audio Recording
Apple Voice Memos
• Simple to use, gets the job done with a minimum of fuss.
• Best for recording anything and everything because the EIM series microphones give you great quality audio into the app.
• But can’t monitor (listen at the same time you’re recording), so not the best for musicians or for voiceovers.
Apple GarageBand
• Relatively simple to use.
• Lets you monitor what you’re recording so it’s a good app for musicians and podcasters.
• Fun to use for creating unique audio and music tracks.
TwistedWave
•
•
•
•

Relatively simple to use, allows greater control over recording.
Great for recording anything and everything because the EIM series microphones give you great quality audio into the app.
Allows monitoring so good for musicians or for voiceovers.
Lots of audio editing options.
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Recommended Apps Cont’d
iOS Video Recording
Apple Camera
• Simple to use, gets the job done with a minimum of fuss, works with all the video functions (normal video & slo-mo)
• Best for recording anything and everything because the EIM series microphones give you great quality audio into the app.
• But can’t monitor (listen at the same time you’re recording), so not the best for serious videographers.
FiLMiC Pro
• Full featured video shooting app used by video pros.
• Gives control over every aspect of the video.
• Allows audio monitoring so you can listen to what you’re shooting to ensure audio levels are correct.

Samsung Galaxy Audio Recording
TapeMachine Recorder
•
•
•
•

Relatively simple to use, gets the job done with a minimum of fuss.
Best for recording anything and everything because the EIM-001 microphone give you great quality audio into the app.
Full featured audio editing and recording functions
Currently, only the EIM-001 is known to be compatible with Samsung Galaxy devices.

Samsung Galaxy Video Recording
Built In Camera App
• Simple to use, and gets the job done.
• Use it for recording any type of videos and get better sound with an Edutige microphone.
• Currently, only the EIM-001 is known to be compatible with Samsung Galaxy devices.
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Thanks for choosing Edutige Microphone products!
We hope this guide has helped you choose the right microphone and accessories for your purposes. We’re here to help if you have any
other questions, or need some advice about using our products.
Now get out there and make something awesome!

www.edutige.net
info@edutige.net
www.facebook.com/edutige.america
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